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Samsung SP-LFF3CLAXXXU projection TV 230 ANSI lumens LED
1080p (1920x1080)

Brand : Samsung Product code: SP-LFF3CLAXXXU

Product name : SP-LFF3CLAXXXU

- "1. From wall to ceiling - project an ideal screen size from 30"" to 100"" and easily adjust the angle of
the projected picture
- 2. Clear and sharp picture - every time. Just turn The Freestyle on and let it work its magic
- 3. The Samsung Smart TV experience with no boundaries*
- 4. Experience powerful 360-degree sound – anywhere you go, wherever you sit
- 5. Gaming Hub - just turn on your Freestyle and play. No console required**
- Smart TV functionality requires internet connection. Product does not have TV tuner
- Internet connection, additional gaming service subscription and compatible controller required. Gaming
Hub not available in Republic of Ireland."
The Freestyle 2nd Gen Full HD HDR Smart TV LED Projector with Gaming Hub

Projector

Projector brightness * 230 ANSI lumens
Projection technology * LED
Projector native resolution * 1080p (1920x1080)
Smart projector
Screen size compatibility * 762 - 2540 mm (30 - 100")

Light source

Light source type * LED
Service life of light source * 30000 h

Lens system

Focus * Auto

Video

Full HD *
3D *

Ports & interfaces

HDMI ports quantity * 1

Multimedia

Built-in speaker(s) *

Power

Power source * AC
Power consumption (standby) 0.5 W
Power consumption (max) 50 W

Weight & dimensions

Width 102.4 mm
Depth 95.2 mm
Height 172.8 mm
Weight 800 g
Package width 140 mm
Package depth 137 mm
Package height 243 mm
Package weight 1.4 kg
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